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SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENCE 

DNA-binding 
domain ancestry 
SIR-We would like to point out a simil
arity between the DNA-binding domain 
of the Myb family of proteins and 
homoeodomain-containing factors. This 
relationship indicates a common ancestry 
for the DNA-binding domains of these 
two classes of eukaryotic nuclear regula
tory proteins, and predicts specific roles 
for parts of the Myb DNA-binding 
domain. 

Genes similar to the c-myb proto
oncogene have been found in birds, mice, 
humans, Drosophila melanogaster and 
plants (Zea mays) (refs 1-6). The region 
common to the products of all these genes 
consists of imperfect repeats of 51-53 
amino acids; in general there are three 
such repeats, except in Z.mays, where 
there are two, and in the two versions of v
Myb (encoded by the AMV and E26 
viruses), which are truncated so that most 
of the first repeat is missingu. These re
peats are responsible for DNA binding', 

and it is assumed that the rest of the mole
cule is involved in transactivation of the 
target gene(s) of Myb (ref. 9). 

In the Fig., a shows an alignment of the 
twenty known Myb repeat sequences, 
grouped as first, second and third repeats. 
(Z. mays sequences are best aligned if 
assigned as repeats 2 and 3.) Eighteen 
positions are highly conserved for all the 
sequences, an additional 11 positions 
being included if the occurrence string
ency is lowered to greater than 60 per cent. 
Sixteen of these positions match with a 
homoeodomain (HD) consensus if two 
gaps are introduced ( b in Fig.). 

NMR spectroscopy of the homoeo
domain from the Antennapedia-gene 
(Antp) product demonstrates three 
a-helical segments (b in Fig.) and 
confirms an earlier prediction that this 
domain is similar to bacterial repressors, 
with helices 2 and 3 forming the helix
turn-helix structure 10

• 

The similarity between Myb and the 
homoeodomain is reinforced by a predic
tion of the secondary structure of the Myb 
repeat' which suggests three a-helical 
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a, Aligned repeats from Myb-related sequences1
-

6 (single letter amino-acid code}, grouped as 
first, second and third repeats. The derived Myb repeat consensus is shown below (capitals and 
symbols, >85 o/o occurrence in the 20 Myb sequences. lower-case letters, residues which occur 
in >60 o/o of the sequences). Also indicated are the critical positions for helix prediction; 
conserved hydrophobicity(#), repeated every 3--4 residues, indicates an amphipathic helix; 
frequently occurring proline (P) and glycine (G) residues indicate interruptions. b, Derived 
information and comparison of the Myb consensus to the homoeodomain consensus and the 
bacterial repressor helix-turn-helix motif. The central line of the Fig. indicates the sixteen 
residues common to the Myb consensus and the homoeodomain (HD) consensus14

• The extent of 
the experimentally determined and predicted helical segments are indicated by H (certainly 
helical} and h (possibly helical). The lower part ofthe Fig. shows a consensus for bacterial helix
turn-helix motifs derived from a compilation of 37 A.Cro-like proteins11

. Residues at conserved 
positions occur in >60 o/o of the sequences. #, hydrophobic; @, large hydrophobic; $, 
charged; +,positive; - . negative; *, E or Q. 
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segments - designated here as Mybal-
3. On the basis of conserved hydrophobi
city and frequently occurring proline and 
glycine residues, the extent of the Myba
helices can be estimated, revealing a close 
correspondence with the three helices of 
the homoeodomain 10 (see bin Fig.). 

As expected, the two alignment gaps 
fall within the loops interconnecting the 
helices. If these extrapolations are correct 
we would predict that the Myba2 and 
Myba3 helices would form a helix-turn
helix motif, with helix Myba3 making 
direct contact with bases in the DNA. 
Furthermore, the most conserved posi
tions11 in the bacterial repressor helix
turn-helix motif (which is related to the 
homoeodomain) align well with positions 
in the Myb consensus, especially those 
used in helix prediction (see b in Fig.). 
Applying a statistical algoritham derived 
from the bacterial sequences used to 
generate the helix-turn-helix consensus 
(ref. 11, with the modification suggested 
in ref. 12) to the homoeodomain consen
sus helix2-turn-helix3 region and the pre
dicted Myba2-turn-Myba3 domain of 
the third repeat in chicken Myb (discount
ing the single insertion), gave scores of 
1,363 and 1,358, respectively, compared 
with 1,675 for the .ilCro repressor and 
1,336 for the .ilcl repressor. 

Myb sequences within a particular 
repeat grouping are most highly related at 
the C terminus, in the region of helix 
Myba3 (as expected if this is the intimate 
DNA contact point). A 'patch' of positive 
amino acids, as seen at the end of helix 3 in 
the homoeodomain, can also be seen at 
the end of the helix Myba3 in the repeat 3 
sequences but not at the equivalent posi
tion in repeats 1 and 2. 

A specific role for tryptophans in the 
Myb DNA-binding structure has been 
recently suggested13

; it now seems likely 
that this may involve their hydrophobic 
character as, by analogy to the bacterial 
repressors, the tryptophans would be 
within a hydrophobic core. 
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